Thank you for a wonderful event and for promoting
awareness and for the struggle to treat patients.. truly
appreciate your spirit.
Mr. Kalyan Chakravarthy,IAS, Director General, EPTRI

Thank you Sir, for the nice symposium
Dr. Koushik Deb, Diponed

Dear Dr.Saxena.. Integrative Oncology Update organized by you
on April 2, 2017 was very useful and interesting, congrats.
Please continue to do in future.
Ambassador Dr. Vinod Kumar, I.F.S. (Retd)

Good Morning Sir, it was a great event. Pleasure attending such
event. Next time I would like to contribute for your event. You
are the best host. Organization was good. Speakers were
awesome. Your talk, I always enjoy. Keep it up sir..
Dr. Sandhya G Kalantri, Consultant Physician and Nutritionist

Dr. Saxena you did well. I enjoyed specifically environmental
prevention of Ca by Prof. Girish Kumar, Shri B. Kalyan
Chakravarthy, IAS, DG, EPTRI, Dr. Francis as usual full of energy.
I would have loved I more if he has presentation.
At least more details on dosages on treatment part of it, of
course he explained regime but more details expected from
him to understand me. Dr. Milliben as usual good batsman. In
overall Integrative part is really good idea to follow.
Dr. Shekhar Vaze

Congratulations Dr. Saxena I missed it
Dr. Shikha Agarwal

Sir, You should conduct same Integrative Cancer Conference in Mumbai,
so that Mumbai’s Cancer Specialists should be aware of it..

Dr. Parul Parikh

Congrats Dr. Saxena a very good platform for individuals
involved not only with oncology but also with so many related
ideas & aspects of integrated therapies which are helpful to the
patients. Thank you so much for giving us the opportunity.
Dr. P.V.Hegde

Dear Dr. Saxena also we want to know more about vaccination.
Dr. Rajyalakshmi Buch

Congragulations sir was a big hit, Lots of hard work I could see
very well arranged and planned, Congratulations once again
Dr. Sudha Chepyala, Eternesse

Hi, Sir this is Dr. Yusuff from Bangalore. The programme was
outstanding, especially about the radiation, wish you all very
success for the future programmes, Thank you sir
Dr. Yusuff, Dr. Amrin, Bangalore

Thanks Sirji for nice conference and good management.
Dr. Jignesha Capital

Thank you for everything, it was a great conference, great job
by you and your team, I am proud that I could associate with
you in this endeavor. You choose good faculty, the CME is a
mega success. You deserve all the associates which have been
pouring in from all quarters, throughout the conference.
Amazing job by a wonderful team, headed, of course, by an
extraordinary leader like you. Keep it up and spirit and continue
the good work. Kudos to all, take care
Dr. Dattretreya, Cancer Specialist, Omega Hospital

